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Abstract: This article analyzes the institutional drivers of Brazil’s alarmingly high levels of litigation between clients and financial institutions. Most of the policy oriented literature
that explores that phenomenon discusses the impacts of a perceived debtor-friendly bias of
Brazilian courts on generating feedback loops of litigation that further increases interest rates
and creates adverse selection within the pool of potential debtors. This literature therefore addresses the way courts behave once disputes reach their doorstep; conversely, we take a step
back to understand the underlying reasons for why such a large number of disputes end up in
courts in the first place. We accordingly attribute endemic litigation in Brazilian financial markets to a framework of political, economic and legal institutions and circumstances, which this
article aims to unbound and explain.
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1 Introduction

In the aftermath of the crisis of 2007-2008, financial institutions in several countries
have experienced increased levels of litigation on allegations of misconduct and irresponsibility, a process that in the United States is metaphorically referred to as “Wall Street vs. Main
Street”.3 It is, however, surprising that extremely high levels of litigation involving clients and
banks can also be found in Brazil – a country that has emerged from the crisis as having resilient
financial markets, whose regulators have time and again been portrayed as poster children of
responsible financial supervision, and whose banks have repeatedly been described as “conservative” (Barbosa, 2010: 9-10; Alves and Alves, 2010: 173-174; Toledo, 2010: 236).
For many years, Brazilian financial institutions have been involved in record high levels of litigation. A recent study showed that financial institutions are currently the largest private litigants before Brazilian courts, having been involved either as plaintiffs or defendants
in 12,95% of all new lawsuits brought before State courts in Brazil4 between January 1, 2011
and October 31, 2011, (CNJ, 2012: 8).5 Considering only State small claims courts (Juizados
Especiais Estaduais),6 the percentage increases to 14,7%, with financial institutions as defendants in all but 0,02% of lawsuits (CNJ, 2012: 8). In Federal courts,7 the situation is only slightly better, with state-controlled financial institutions involved in 9,6% of all new lawsuits (CNJ,
2012: 8). In addition, 28 of the 100 largest litigants in Brazilian State courts, and 35 out of the
100 largest litigants in State small claims courts, are financial institutions (CNJ, 2012: 15-23;
24-31). Striking as it may seem, 2011 was hardly an atypical year in what comes to financial

3 An earlier version of this paper was presented at a conference on Capital and Financial Markets – Post-Crisis
Developments, hosted by Direito GV in São Paulo on May 27, 2013. The authors thank Morgan Ricks for helpful
comments presented in that venue, as well as Pollyana Lima for research assistance.
A recent survey by the Wall Street Journal estimates that large global financial institutions may collectively spend
US$100 billion in the United States and the United Kingdom to cover litigation costs on alleged financial wrongdoings over the past five years. See WSJ (2013).
4 State courts in Brazil are courts of general jurisdiction.
5 The survey does not include criminal, electoral and military cases, as well as cases brought by the Public
Prosecutor’s Office. For further details on the methodology, see CNJ, 2012: 4-6.
6 Small claims courts in Brazil can only hear cases in which the amount involved is equal to or lower than forty
times the minimum wage. As of March 2013, that amount is roughly equal to US$ 14,000.00.
7 Federal courts have jurisdiction to hear cases involving the Federal government and entities controlled by it,
including public financial institutions.
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market litigation in Brazil: a similar report published by CNJ in 2011 found that financial institutions were involved in 53,5% of all lawsuits pending before State courts as of March 2010
(CNJ, 2011: 23).
To put these numbers in perspective, the second-largest private sector litigants in Brazil
are telecom companies, which numbers are considerably lower: during the same period, they
were responsible for 2,38% of new lawsuits in State courts (or 4,5 times lower than banks)
(CNJ, 2012: 8), and 8,3% in State small claims courts (or a little over half the lawsuits in which
banks are involved) (CNJ, 2012: 11). Most importantly, the existing levels of litigation with
Brazilian financial institutions are largely unrelated to the recent international crisis, as existing
lawsuits cover a wide range of matters, such as credit agreements, inflationary losses, tariffs,
and foreclosures. Yet the most commonly litigated issue in courts is the interest rate charged by
banks from their customers in credit transaction (Jantalia, 2012: 177).
This article analyzes the institutional drivers of such alarmingly high levels of litigation between clients and financial institutions in Brazil. In so doing, it posits the existence of
two qualitatively different kinds of litigation between clients and banks, one circumstantial and
the other structural. The increased levels of litigation in recent times in a country such as the
United States can be said to be circumstantial, in the sense that it largely results from a specific
set of events – alleged frauds and misconducts related to the housing and financial bubbles of
the 2000 decade and the Libor rate-rigging scandal. Conversely, litigation between banks and
clients in Brazil is not only circumstantial (as a result of several episodic economic plans of the
past), but also structural in the sense that its underlying factors are much more complex and
cannot be traced solely to one event or set of events.
Most of the policy oriented literature on financial market litigiousness in Brazil revolves
around a discussion of the impacts of a perceived debtor-friendly bias of Brazilian institutions,
including courts, on generating legal uncertainty and feedback loops that further increase interest rates (Fachada et al, 2003: 14-15; BCB, 2004: 35-36; Arida et al, 2005: 268; Saddi, 2007:
254-255).8 Some strands of this literature have gone as far as to suggest that the dearth of longterm financing by private banks in Brazil could mostly be attributed to lack of effective creditor
protection in Brazil courts (Arida et al, 2005: 268). This literature carries a simple normative
implication, namely that dealing with massive levels of litigation in Brazilian financial markets
8 Some scholars have attempted to challenge the perception that Brazilian courts have a debtor-friendly bias and
foster judicial uncertainty. For examples, see Falcão et al (2006), Gonçalves et al (2007), Ribeiro (2007) and Silva
et al (2012).
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requires increased legal certainty and greater protection of creditors, which is to be achieved
basically through reforms in procedural and bankruptcy laws so as to expedite collection proceedings, and also a change of heart on the part of judges, who should more stringently uphold
contractual provisions. The assumption is that greater legal certainty would entail a reduction
in the overall levels of litigation, promoting more robust capital markets and improving capital
allocation in general.
The main shortcoming of this literature is that it addresses the way courts behave once
disputes reach their doorstep; conversely, our contribution is to take a step back with a view to
understanding the underlying reasons for why such a large number of disputes end up in courts
in the first place. Evidently, we agree that lack of legal certainty and the ease of access to costfree lawsuits in Brazil (Santos Filho and Timm, 2011) create feedback loops of additional litigation (by enticing opportunistic litigation by debtors, as argued by Falcão et al, 2006: 85-86)
and higher interest rates (through adverse selection of debtors, as argued by Silva et al, 2012)9.
Indeed, the Brazilian financial and credit markets cannot be deemed to be normal in any meaningful sense if current levels of litigation do not recede.
However, we believe that solving the problem of extreme litigation in Brazilian financial
markets requires much more than pinpointed changes in procedural, bankruptcy and collection
laws, which is the basic menu of reforms being debated in Brazil since the late 1990s (BCB,
2004: 23-34; Fabiani, 2011: 133-147). Simply put, we contend that high levels of litigation
in Brazilian credit markets is structural, because its root causes are far more complicated and
much more deeply ingrained in the country’s institutional system than is often acknowledged
or understood. It is our view that endemic litigation in Brazilian financial markets is part of a
broader political, economic and legal context, the details of which this article aims to unbound
and explain.
In light of the above, the main ambition of this article is to formulate a narrative that
identifies such structures and explains how they have come to shape, reinforce and sustain present levels of litigiousness. To do that, we approach the problem of high litigation in Brazilian
credit markets holistically, and try to study not only why clients overwhelmingly rely on courts

9 It is worth fleshing out how adverse selection affects the Brazilian credit market. High base interest rates coupled with high spreads make credit extremely expensive to customers. Because of that, credit becomes attractive
only to customers involved in riskier activities, who expect to obtain higher gains that will enable them to pay
off expensive loans. As a result, only riskier borrowers will seek and obtain credit, driving up the risk faced by
financial institutions and therefore the prices they charge for credit (Silva, 2012: 38-40; Salama, 2012: 165-166).
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as the venue to confront financial institutions, but also why courts are seemingly receptive to
such plaintiffs.
Aside from illuminating the heated debate about interest rates and credit litigation in
Brazil, our discussion contributes to three other sources of literature. First, it illuminates various aspects of the theoretical perspectives that form the backbone of the Regulatory State of
the South (RSS). According to Dubash and Morgan (Dubash and Morgan, 2012), the RSS
project seeks to understand the politics behind the rise of the regulatory state in the geopolitical
South, and how such development was conditioned by “highly salient transnational pressure
on the state, comparatively intense redistributive politics and limited state capacity” (Dubash
and Morgan, 2012: 363-364). Prado and Urueña propose to take that investigation one step
ahead, and understand when and how courts become “relevant actors in the resolution of underlying distributive issues related to the regulatory framework” in the global South (Prado and
Ureña, 2013: 9).10 Although we perhaps fall short of a full-fledged theorization of litigiousness
in Brazilian financial markets, our narrative shows how the transition to a constitutional democracy during the 1980s brought courts from the periphery to the center of political decision
making in Brazil. The consequence was that many of distributive conflicts that underlie banking
regulation could no longer be dealt with solely within the administrative and legislative spheres.
Second, our discussion helps exemplify some of the insights of the Varieties of Capitalism
project (Hall and Soskice, 2001). In the work that launched the project, Hall and Soskice point
out that institutions condition the strategic relationship between actors in a way that creates expectations and affects political economy outcomes (Hall and Soskice, 2001: 5). They also point
out that institutions themselves are both conditioned and influenced by their historical development (Hall and Soskice, 2001: 5). In discussing the impacts of litigation on credit markets, our
work also exemplifies Salama’s discussion of the “legal refraction” of macroeconomic policymaking in the context of the regulatory state (Salama, 2013b). Following those intuitions, we
attempt to trace the history of the Brazilian Central Bank (BCB) as part of a larger economic,
political and legal development that shaped its institutional characteristics.

10 The importance of courts as policy actors in the South had already been hinted in the works that accompanied Dubash and Morgan’s initial statement of the RSS project (Dubash and Morgan, 2012). In their work on the
role of courts in the regulation of telecommunications in India, Thiruvengadam and Joshi observe that “(…) as
scholars focus on the rise of the regulatory state in the Global South, they should focus in particular on the role of
judiciaries (especially in jurisdictions where judicial systems have established some institutional credibility and
independence) and on other institutions that could play a supportive or facilitative role similar to that which we
have described” (Thiruvengadam and Joshi, 2012).
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Third, this article contributes to the discussion about the relative advantages and disadvantages of litigation and regulators in establishing efficient rules for markets to function healthily. Since Ronald Coase’s classic piece of 1960, much debate has been ongoing over the topic
(Coase, 1960: 19). In the United States in particular, an optimistic view of the Common Law
has led many, and most notably Richard Posner, to favor judges over regulators (Posner, 2003,
1st ed. 1973). Indeed, since then much of Law & Economics scholarship has been grounded
on the notion that courts tend to improve rules over time (Cooter, Kornhauser and Lane, 1979;
Rubin, 1977; Priest, 1977). The recent financial crisis of 2007-2008 has however reignited the
debate, leading many, including Posner, to reassess some of its positions, particularly in the
realm of financial regulation (Posner, 2009; Shleifer, 2012). The narrative contained in this
article reinforces skepticism about the ability of courts to determine adequate rules for financial
markets to function efficiently. Sadly for technocrats, however, it also points out that current
political and economic structures have rendered it impossible for bureaucrats to devise a purely
regulatory solution to the problem of excessive litigation in Brazilian financial markets.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 traces the litigation in
Brazilian credit and financial markets to an institutional letdown of the past that reverberates until today. We argue that in Brazil a Central Bank actually empowered to implement
monetary policy was only created in the 1980s, at a point where inflation was already out
of control and the then ongoing political transition to democracy made it difficult for the
Brazilian society to reach the difficult compromises necessary to fix a chronically budgetary
problem of the state (Franco, 1996: 213-249). The result was the adoption of tight monetary
policy, leading to high interest rates and soon high levels of litigation. To be more precise,
even though the Brazilian Central Bank (BCB) was formally created in 1965, it was not until
the 1980s that it acquired powers to semi-autonomously devise monetary policy. Adverse
political circumstances paved the way to an environment of scarce, expensive – and here lies
the Brazilian idiosyncrasy – highly litigated credit.
Section 3 explores economic, political and legal drivers of financial market litigiousness
in Brazil. On the economic side, we trace high levels of litigation in Brazilian financial markets to a history of macroeconomic volatility aggravated by various far-reaching stabilization
attempts. On the political sphere, we show how the constitutional pact of 1988 brought courts
and judges to the forefront of the political debate, including in the sphere of finance and credit
mobilization. We also explore how the political choice of adopting a consumption-based model
of social inclusion since the early 2000s inflated credit levels by creating indirect incentives for
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citizens to take on loans. Finally, on the legal sphere, we show how the legal reforms brought
by the 1988 Constitution increased the availability of judicial review and court’s willingness to
intervene in private contractual relations, especially in high-cost credit transactions.
Section 4 concludes by summarizing our institutional hypothesis and its implication for
future policy-oriented research. We argue that the democratic transition in Brazil during the
1980s resulted in a new economic, political and legal context that clashed with the institutional
setting of economic policy-making inherited from the years of military dictatorship. The explosive level of litigation that has now come to characterize Brazilian financial markets in general,
and credit markets in particular, is not simply the result of poor procedural and civil laws, but
rather an institutional byproduct of an unfinished transition. The key lesson is that high litigiousness became an impediment to the full normalization of the Brazilian economy, and that
reforms will be at best partially successful unless they recognize, understand, and address the
background institutional drivers of financial market litigiousness in Brazil.

2 Inflation as the Root of All Evils: Monetary Disorder and the Institutional
Letdown within the Brazilian Central Bank

Understanding financial market litigiousness in Brazil requires an institutional reading
of the evolution of its regulatory framework. In this section, we opt to conduct that narrative
by focusing on the role of the Brazilian Central Bank (BCB), currently its most important
regulatory body. Specifically, we describe the development of the BCB since its creation in
1964 in connection with the overall directions of Brazilian political economy, focusing on two
main historical junctures: the 1986 budgetary reforms that extinguished the “conta movimento”
(movement account) and moderately increased BCB’s control over monetary policy, and the
1999 adoption of a formal inflation-targeting regime as part of the political pact to end inflation.
Our analysis shows that in spite of being a “nominally old” agency, the BCB is in fact
a “functionally new” one (Prado, forthcoming: 16). When it was created in 1964, BCB had a
very limited role in monetary policymaking, which was supposed to be its main institutional
function. It was not until well into the 1980s that this situation began to change, in a long and
slow transition completed only in the late 1990s, concomitantly with the broader movement that
ultimately implemented the regulatory state in Brazil.
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When it comes to the regulation of the financial system, the BCB was relegated to a
secondary role for most of its history, due to its formal subordination to the National Monetary
Council (CMN) and the political battles that continuously surrounded its exercise of monetary
authority. Those characteristics influenced BCB’s regulatory autonomy and the way it interacts
with other institutions. Because its autonomy has been hard-won and historically constructed to
depend on its policy success in fighting inflation, BCB is part of the institutional structure that
resulted in what we call the “incomplete normalization” of Brazilian credit markets.
This scenario of “incomplete normalization“ resulted in a dispute-prone environment of
scarce and expensive credit, and created institutional conditions that underlie highly litigious
financial markets. The basic point is that high levels of litigation in credit transactions in Brazil
are also a function of the high levels of interest rates and spreads that have been practiced by
Brazilian banks over the past two decades (Segura-Ubiergo, 2012: 3-4). Here, the intuition is
simple: a judge is much more prone to overrule a contractual provision in a credit transaction
where the monthly interest rate is 5%, than in one where the annual interest rate is 5%. For
reasons that probably have to do with judges’ deep-seated notions of fairness in exchange,11
the surprisingly high levels of interest rates that prevail in Brazilian credit markets create an
implicit incentive for judges to intervene in private contracting.

2.1 BCB’s Path to Becoming a Monetary Authority (1964 – 1986)

BCB was created in 1964 with the enactment of Law 4,595, and started operating in
1965. Its creation was part of a political compromise between the economic staff of President
Castelo Branco, led by Minister of Finance Octávio Gouvêa de Bulhões and Minister of Planning
Roberto Campos, who viewed a strong central bank as an important part for the modernization
of the Brazilian economy, and the powerful bureaucracy of Banco do Brasil (BB) (Santos and
Patrício, 2002: 98). Created in 1808 and then the oldest and largest Brazilian bank, BB was
responsible for many of the functions usually associated with a central bank, and the enormous
size of its balance sheet gave it a large political clout.
The opposition of BB to the creation of a central bank had already been challenged with

11 For a general discussion of fairness in exchange, see Gordley (1981).
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moderate success in 1945, when at the end of the Vargas dictatorship the government created
Superintendência da Moeda e do Crédito (SUMOC) and transferred to it some of the responsibility for monetary policy (Taylor, 2009: 496). But the creation of SUMOC had little effect in
the conduction of Brazilian economic policy in the long run, and BB was able to keep pulling
the levers (Raposo and Kasahara, 2010: 930-931). That situation remained true even with the
push by the military administration to replace SUMOC with CMN and create the BCB shortly
after taking office, prompting Taylor to point out that “[w]holesale institutional reform was not
a possibility even under authoritarian rule” (Taylor, 2009: 496).
One of the most powerful mechanisms that allowed BB to remain a powerful player in
monetary policymaking, thus undermining BCB’s institutional development, was the so called
“conta movimento”. This account was originally conceived to allow BB and the BCB to balance their transactions going forward, and its creation was part of a political compromise to
speed up the approval of Law 4,595/64 (Nóbrega, 2005: 288-290; Taylor, 2009: 498). However,
the movement account enabled the BB to create base money through an open Central Bank
“discount” facility (Baer, 2001: 149). As a result, the account effectively became a funding
mechanism that allowed BB to sustain its ever-increasing lending operations and in the process
eroded BCB’s control over monetary expansion (Taylor, 2009: 498). Therefore, BCB’s role as a
monetary authority was greatly jeopardized from the outset even though it enjoyed a moderate
level of formal autonomy.12
In the few years following its creation, BCB was quickly subjected by the political realities and goals of the military administration (Santos and Patrício, 2002: 99). President Costa
e Silva succeeded Castelo Branco in early 1967 and quickly moved to get a firmer grip on
economic policy. He increased the power of the Ministry of Finance and sought to replace the
Board of the BCB. Former Minister of Planning Roberto Campos once referred to a conversation during which he attempted to convince President Costa e Silva of the importance of an
independent central bank to Brazil’s economy by characterizing the BCB as the “the guardian
of the currency”, to which the President replied: “I am the guardian of the currency” (Taylor,
2009: 499; Raposo and Kasahara, 2010: 936).
President Costa e Silva was able to replace the President of the BCB and force the entire Board to resign (Raposo and Kasahara, 2010: 935-936). His administration also quickly
12 Pursuant to article 14 of Law 4,595/64 as originally enacted, the President and Directors of BCB enjoyed a
fixed 6-year mandate as members of CMN, which was designed to assure moderate stability and autonomy to BCB
(Raposo and Kasahara, 2010: 933-934).
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approved Law 5,362, changing Law 4,595 to increase CMN membership to 10 members and
to extend member’s terms to 7 years. Over the following few years, the CMN became responsible for managing the national food supply policy13 and was expanded to reach 16 members in
1972.14 Those changes affected CMN’s profile as a technical policymaking venue and further
hindered the profile of the BCB as a monetary authority, even though its role in the supervision
of the financial system is understood to have expanded as a result of the increased complexity
of the Brazilian economy (Taylor, 2009: 499).
In 1974, following years of decline in BCB’s autonomy in practice, President Geisel
adopted a centralizing approach and finally revoked the fixed terms of BCB officials, making
them removable at the President’s will (Raposo and Kasahara, 2010: 938).15 Throughout the
1970s, BCB remained a secondary actor in Brazilian economic policy (Taylor, 2009: 499-500).
The situation only began to change in the early 1980s, when the political backlash against the
military rule and the pressure for democratization mounted and started a slow movement to
open up the political environment, with sensible effects for monetary governance and authority
(Sola et al, 2002).
In parallel to the political movement for democratization, the economic climate of the
period also created the conditions for more significant reform. Brazilian public indebtedness
had reached critical levels that strapped finances and strangled the economy, and Brazil soon
faced a debt crisis. Inflation rates soared and its damaging effect on the population created great
popular demand for solutions that would reestablish price stability (Taylor, 2009: 500). That
combination of political and economic circumstances empowered politicians and policymakers
to discuss and design solutions to strengthen BCB’s monetary authority and diminish the role
that political pressures played in Brazil’s economy. In 1986, important reforms were implemented following a period of intense political struggle.
One of the most significant measures taken as part of the 1986 reforms was the elimination of the “conta movimento”, which had allowed BB to circumvent BCB’s control over
monetary expansion. Without that loophole, BCB would be able to have a much better grip
over economic policy. Another important step was the creation of the National Treasury, which
took on from BCB the responsibility to manage public debt (Taylor, 2009: 501-502). With those

13 Article 2 of 65,769/69.
14 Decree 71.097/72.
15 Article 5 of Law 6.045/65
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measures, more than 20 years after its creation, BCB had finally taken the first important step
to become a monetary authority.

2.2 Consolidating Monetary and Regulatory Authority (1986 – 1999)

Even with the 1986 reforms and the positive momentum towards becoming an independent monetary authority, there was still a long way to go (Taylor, 2009: 502). For starters, BCB
was still subject to CMN, and at that point CMN had been transformed in a large political and
deliberative body composed of 27 members,16 most of them being under the direct influence of
the President. Therefore, CMN reunions were a mere formality, with all relevant decisions being made by the Ministry of Finance and BCB having very little influence in the policymaking
process (Raposo and Kasahara, 2010: 941).
The approval of a new Constitution on October 5, 1988, represented an important
landmark in the institutional history of BCB. It consolidated the victories achieved with the
1986 reforms and formally concentrated monetary authority exclusively in the hands of BCB
(Taylor, 2009: 503; Santos and Patrício, 2002: 99). BCB Directors were now to be appointed
by the President and approved by the Senate, increasing the level of legislative oversight.17
In what comes to the functioning of the financial system, the 1988 Constitution set forth that
a Complementary Law18 was to be approved to replace Law 4,595 and regulate the financial
system.19
President Collor was the first democratically elected leader following the demise of
military rule and the approval of the 1988 Constitution. Early in his administration, he reformed

16 The last expansion had occurred in 1987, when Decree 94,303/87 included a representative of the unions
among CMN members. The fact that the Decree was enacted on May 1, the International Worker’s Day, is a sign
of the political significance of the measure for the Sarney Administration.
17 Article 52, III, item d, of the 1988 Constitution.
18 Pursuant to article 69 of the 1988 Constitution, Complementary Laws need an absolute majority in Congress
to be approved.
19 Article 192 of the 1988 Constitution.
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CMN to decrease its membership, first to 16 members20 and then to 17,21 and his administration
is credited with allowing great practical autonomy to the BCB. Ibrahim Eris, who presided BCB
from March 1990 to May 1991, declared in an interview that during his tenure the bank enjoyed
full autonomy to act, even though political and social issues were considered alongside technical aspects in BCB’s decision-making process (Raposo and Kasahara, 2010: 941).
In 1992, President Collor resigned in the midst of corruption allegations, and his vicepresident Itamar Franco was inaugurated. President Franco reportedly considered BCB somewhat of a “black box” meriting close supervision (Raposo and Kasahara, 2010: 943), and
therefore he initially reversed the practical autonomy that it had enjoyed during the Collor
Administration. But the inflationary tragedy that had troubled Brazil since the 1980s had worsened following Collor’s resignation, reaching the staggering level of 1,038.3% over the period (Raposo and Kasahara, 2010: 951). Since the most credible alternative to reduce inflation
presented by his economic advisors, led by Minister of Finance Fernando Henrique Cardoso,
called for an independent BCB, President Franco was forced to reconsider.
In June 1994, President Franco enacted Provisional Measure 542 to roll out the Real
Plan, with the very ambitious goal of reducing inflation to acceptable levels and introducing a
new currency. Policymakers believed that the success of the plan ultimately required a technical
CMN and a BCB with strong operational autonomy. To isolate CMN from political pressure,
its membership was reduced to 3 (Minister of Finance, Minister of Planning and the President
of BCB), the lowest headcount since its creation.22 In exchange for more operational autonomy,
BCB would now be required to submit periodic reports to both the Senate and the House of
Representatives, increasing the possibility of legislative oversight (Raposo and Kasahara, 2010:
945-946).
The striking success of the Real Plan in its first months propelled Minister Cardoso to
win the 1994 Presidential elections. During his administration, President Cardoso strengthened
the institutional framework necessary to assure the success of the Real plan, with BCB playing
a paramount role in assuring monetary stability. In 1996, BCB created the Monetary Policy
Committee (COPOM), a technical body composed by the President and the Directors of BCB
with the responsibility to set monetary policy goals and the target interest rate in a technical,

20 Decree 99,207/90.
21 Law 8,056/90.
22 Article 8 of Law 9,069/95.
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transparent and accountable way (Santos and Patrício, 2002: 100-101).
Because the sudden drop of inflation and increased interest rates necessary to maintain
stability threatened the health of several Brazilian banks, the Cardoso Administration launched
through CMN a number of initiatives to restructure the national financial system. As a result,
BCB was entrusted with executing an ambitious and high profile regulatory and supervisory
agenda (Sobreira, 2011). From 1994 to 1998 BCB (i) kicked off the implementation of the
Basel capital requirements in Brazil, (ii) managed the Stimulus Program for the Restructuring
and Strengthening of the National Financial System (PROER), which provided incentives for
health banks to acquire failing banks, (iii) supervised the creation of a deposit insurance scheme,
the Credit Guarantee Fund (FGC), (iv) strengthened the supervision over offshore branches of
Brazilian banks, (v) regulated bank tariffs, and (vi) implemented a Central System of Credit
Risk (SCR) and (vii) managed the Incentive Program for the Reduction of State Participation
Banking Activity (PROES), a privatization program to reorganize and privatize failing Statecontrolled banks (Sobreira, 2011: 895-898).
In 1999, the Cardoso Administration formally introduced an inflation-targeting regime
in Brazil. Pursuant to Decree 3,088, CMN was made responsible for setting the inflation target
and a corresponding tolerance level, and BCB was charged with executing the policies required
to achieve the targets. It also requires BCB to publish quarterly inflation reports describing the
measures adopted and the results achieved. The provisions of Decree 3,088 did not place any
limitation on BCB’s freedom to pursue price stability within the target set by CMN (Taylor,
2009: 509), thereby representing a legal recognition of its ample operational autonomy, even in
the absence of formal independence.

2.3 Incomplete Normalization and Institutional Limitations (1999 – Present)

Since 1999, no major change has been made in the institutional framework of
Brazilian monetary policymaking. The transition from the Cardoso Administration to the Silva
Administration, which for a period during the 2002 Presidential elections caused great macroeconomic turmoil, did not change the level of operational autonomy enjoyed by BCB as
part of his pledge to monetary stability (Taylor, 2009: 509). In fact, a significant change enacted by the Silva Administration elevated the President of BCB to the legal status of Minister
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for jurisdiction purposes. The change granted the Supreme Court original jurisdiction to hear
any case in which the President of BCB is a party. The change aimed at insulating the BCB
President from the politically motivated lawsuits that have historically targeted them for alleged
wrongdoing in the conduction of monetary policy and bank supervision.
The main point of this section is therefore that the political, economic and institutional
conditions for BCB to be able to effectively exercise its legally assigned duties were not present when it was created in 1964. Its current operational and regulatory capacity is the result of
a slow and complex process of institutional development (Taylor, 2009; Santos and Patrício,
2002). For starters, BCB has always been formally subject to the policymaking authority of
CMN (Salama, 2009, 114), so any significant exercise of its regulatory authority had to be
grounded on a previously issued authorizing regulation. However, the political interests of the
Presidency and the Ministry of Finance dominated CMN at least from 1967 to 1994. During
that period, even financial institutions that were formally subject to BCB’s supervisory authority were represented at CMN, frequently in large enough numbers to outflank their regulator.23
During that period, BCB faced constraints in exercising its regulatory role in much the same
way it did in exercising its monetary authority.
The changes brought by the 1988 Constitution affected both the monetary and the regulatory function of BCB. The requirement of a single Complementary Law to replace Law
4,595 reflected a compromise to postpone the discussion on how to better regulate the different aspects of the financial system due to lack of consensus in the Constitutional Assembly
(Santos and Patrício, 2002: 100). But it also made it extremely hard for Congress to reach the
level of consensus required to approve such a law, resulting in legislative inaction. In fact, a
Constitutional Amendment approved in 2003 changed the provision that required the approval
of a single Complementary Law, to allow for the approval of multiple ones instead.24 But almost
ten years have passed since the change without any of such laws being approved.
With the lack of Congressional action to complete the regulatory framework of the financial system and the growing complexity of the Brazilian economy, CMN and BCB had to
step in and fill the vacuum, significantly increasing their regulatory action while struggling with
the constraints of operating under an antiquated legislative framework. From 1965 to 1988,

23 BB, Caixa Econômica Federal, Banco do Nordeste, Banco da Amazônia. From 1979 to 1990, for example,
even the Director of the Foreign Exchange Desk of Banco do Brasil had seat on CMN.
24 Constitutional Amendment No. 40/03.
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CMN and BCB enacted a yearly average of 124 regulations (Rocha, 2004: 34). From 1989 to
2012, that number increased almost tenfold, to an average of roughly 1221 regulations every
year (Rocha, 2004: 34).25
The late 1980s also saw the rise of a growing consensus in international academic circles that independent central banks were fundamental to achieve price stability (Alesina and
Summers, 1993). Economists had debated the relationship between price stability and the level
of central bank independence over the previous decades, but it was only in the early 1990s that
compelling evidence started to emerge and argue that a clear correlation existed between them
(see Arnone et al for an extensive survey of the literature).26 As a result, the independence of
central banks became a part of the policy recommendations actively advocated by international
economic organizations, especially the IMF (Crowe and Meade, 2008; Raposo and Kasahara,
2010: 925-927).
Therefore, even though BCB is an almost 50-year-old agency, it shares two important
institutional characteristics with the new agencies that were established in Brazil in the mid1990s on. First, BCB’s consolidation as regulatory authority in the 1990s, especially between
1994 and 1998, coincided with the period in which the majority of the new agencies was established. That explains our proposition that although BCB is a “nominally old” agency, it can in
fact be considered a “functionally new” one (Prado, forthcoming: 16).
Second, central bank independence was an integral part of the liberalization agenda
that spread throughout the developing work in the late 1990s, sparking contentions distributive
issues. The international diffusion of the central bank independence agenda influenced policymaking in Brazil, which was undergoing a period of intense distributive conflict caused by
economic reforms that aimed at opening up the Brazilian economy and eliminating entrenched
rent-seeking behavior. In other words, BCB also shared with the new agencies that larger background context.
But differently from those agencies, BCB has been entrusted with what is probably
a much more politically charged role: that of monetary authority. Because of that, “BCB-asregulator” has been constantly engulfed in the struggle for operational autonomy of “BCBas-monetary-authority”, and both functions of the organization were equally affected by that
25 Rocha (2004) provides data from 1965 to 2003. Information on regulations enacted from 2004 to 2012 was obtained from the regulations search engine in the BCB website, available at: http://www.bcb.gov.br/?BUSCANORMA.
26 Some studies have empirically questioned the correlation between central bank independence and inflation.
See, for example BARRO: 61-64.
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struggle through the years. Taylor correctly captures that when describing the institutional
development of BCB as “halting and lengthy” (Taylor, 2009: 495). It was only in the late
1990s that BCB evolved to a point in which it was assigned primary and direct responsibility
for achieving inflation targets, a conquer that Taylor points to as a result of previous successful
policy outcomes (Taylor, 2009: 504).
The result of the political and economic developments described in this section is what
we characterize as an “incomplete normalization” of Brazilian credit markets. On the one hand,
the Brazilian economy has achieved normality in what comes to price stability, with inflation
rates that are managed and closely monitored by the BCB. On the other hand, however, interest
rates have been kept abnormally high by BCB itself for most of the two decades since the Real
was launched, due to the struggle to avoid inflationary pressures to which monetary policy was
“locked” (Franco, 1996: 78-79; Oreiro et al, 2006: 618) and to the fact that BCB autonomy
itself largely depended on its success in curbing inflation.
The extremely high basic interest rates set by BCB as a result of that dynamic also
directly affect the price charged by its regulated entities in their lending transaction, and have
been doing so for the past two decades. Expensive and scarce credit drives up moral hazard and
results in a feedback loop of adverse selection, thereby increasing the risk faced by financial
institutions and leading to even higher prices (Silva et al, 2012).
Furthermore, until very recently, Brazilian banks were only allowed to rely on a very
limited information pool on the credit history of potential debtors, which made the adverse
selection problem even worse. Until 2011, such pool could only include information on customer’s actual defaults on obligations undertaken before other banks. Payment information
on obligations such as utility bills was completely off-bounds. Also, since existing centralized
systems would only register obligations above a certain amount, most of the transactions of the
large and growing share of the population relying on smaller amounts of credit would remain
outside of the system (Porto, 2010: 42-43). This is likely to change as BCB moves to implement
more comprehensive credit history mechanisms following the enactment of Law 12,414 in July
201, but still far from having a sensible impact on credit availability and price.
In the next section, we will explore how the incomplete normalization, coupled with a
host of economic, political and legal factors, has affected the level of litigiousness in Brazilian
financial market, and how BCB’s institutional development can be a significant explanatory
factor to understand it.
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3 Explanatory Factors of Credit Litigiousness in Brazil

This section explores how economic, political and legal developments that took place
over the past two decades helped shape and sustain the current scenario of “incomplete normalization” in Brazilian credit markets, in a way that resulted in the explosion of financial market
litigiousness. Our focus is, therefore, not on what courts do when called on to decide disputes
in financial markets, but on how they became such a powerful presence in financial markets.

3.1 Overcoming the Conventional Wisdom on the Role of Courts in Brazilian Financial
Markets

The operational autonomy of the BCB from the early 1990s on was sustained by presidential support and its continued policy success in curbing inflation (Taylor, 2009: 507). The
expectation of policymakers was that the normalization of inflation would ultimately cause
other distortions in Brazilian economic policy to follow suit (Fabiani, 2011: 28). One of those
distortions was Brazil’s low level of credit as a share of gross national product, and the other
was the extremely high interest rates and spreads charged from customers (Gonçalves et al,
2007: 50).
In January 1995, during the initial phase of the Real plan, the share of credit in Brazil’s
gross national product reached 36,9% (Paula and Leal, 2006: 93). That number was expected
to grow as a result of newfound economic stability and reduced inflation, but instead it experienced a slow decline over the next 5 years, reaching 27,9% in 2000 and further declining
until 2003 (Paula and Leal, 2006: 93). Cost was also a major concern. From 1996 to 2002, for
example, Brazil’s average short-term real interest rate was 14% per year, significantly higher
than other developing nation such as Argentina (10,6%), Poland (6,5%), Mexico (4,6%) and
Turkey (2,6%) (Gonçalves et al, 2007: 50). During the 1990s, the average spread charged by
banks from individuals and companies in their credit transactions was of over 50% (Paula
and Leal, 2006: 92). In 2012, Brazilian spreads of 27,8% were also significantly higher than
those charged in Mexico (3,82%), South Africa (3,48%) and Argentina (3,39%) (DIEESE,
2012: 5).
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The expectation of policymakers was that credit would rise and spreads fall as a result
of price stability, inflation targeting and a restructured and more competitive financial system
(Oreiro et al, 2006: 610; Fabiani, 2011: 28). But with the macroeconomic puzzle largely solved
in the late 1990s and no sign of significant improvement in credit offer and price levels as the
end of the decade approached, policymakers began seeking alternative explanations. In 1999,
BCB launched an effort to better understand the causes of large spreads and develop recommendations to bring it to sustainable level (Fabiani, 2011: 32).
As Fabiani describes, from 1999 on, the focus of debates in Brazil shifted from macroeconomic factors to Brazil’s perceived institutional failures. Animated by an international
wave where courts were increasingly seen as guarantors of property rights and stability, the so
called “jurisdictional uncertainty hypothesis” gained ground in policy debates in Brazil. First
advanced by Persio Arida, Edmar Lisboa Bacha and André Lara-Resende, this is the conjecture
that the inexistence of a local long-term domestic credit markets in Brazil could be largely attributed to the “the uncertainties associated to the settlement of contracts in the Brazilian jurisdiction” (Arida et al: 268). Accordingly, the two main culprits in Brazil’s credit markets were
low levels of creditor protection and the ineffectiveness of Brazilian courts to assure timely and
predictable contract enforcement (Fabiani, 2011: 32).27 Predictably, the development of those
explanations in Brazil coincided with the increased acceptance of the Law & Finance perspective in international academic and policymaking circles (La Porta et al, 2008; Fabiani, 2011:
54).
The Law & Finance literature attempts to explain how the characteristics of different
legal families lead to variations in investor protection, law enforcement and other corporate
governance rules across nations in a way that accounts for the uneven development of corporate
finance worldwide (La Porta et al, 1998: 1151-1152). According to its proponents, weak investor protection negatively affects financial development and growth (La Porta et al, 1998: 1152),
and improving debt enforcement procedures would have a beneficial impact in developing

27 Salama (2012) points out that the debate in the economics literature about the causes of high interest rates in
Brazil has clustered around five grand theories: “the fragility of public accounts, the thesis of reduced effectiveness
of monetary policy, the Bresser-Nakano hypothesis, the convection-effect theory, and, finally the jurisdictional uncertainty” (Salama, 2012: 164; for a more detailed analysis of the five grand theories, see Modenesi and Modenesi,
2010: 8-15). However, only the jurisdictional uncertainty hypothesis proved to be a fertile starting point for policymakers to develop practical recommendations for institutional reform, and therefore it achieved a greater level
of influence.
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economies (Djankov et al, 2008).28 As Fabiani explains, BCB’s policy recommendations from
the late 1990s on embraced the underlying assumptions of the Law & Finance literature that law
should be regarded as a “support to economic activity” (Fabiani, 2011: 124).
As a result, an influential literature began to evolve in Brazil to argue that weak creditor rights and jurisdictional uncertainty could explain why credit in Brazil remains scarce and
expensive (Pinheiro and Cabral, 1998; Arida et al, 2004; Aith, 2009; Jantalia, 2012: 264), an
explanation that we dub as the “conventional wisdom” on the relationship between courts and
credit in Brazil. That literature took hold of policymakers, and most importantly, of the BCB.
Since 1999, BCB has advocated for institutional and legal reforms as a strategy to drive
down spreads and incentivize the growth of credit markets, advocating for reforms such as the
creation of a bank credit note to speed up debt recovery, the extension of the fiduciary sale regime to cover intangible and replaceable assets, the reform of bankruptcy legislation, extension
of payroll loans to private sector workers, among others (Costa and Mello, 2009: 160; Fabiani,
2011: 59; 133-147; Silva et al, 2012: 32-33; Jantalia, 2012: 166-167). Those efforts helped
consolidate a view that Brazilian courts have an “anti-creditor bias” that causes jurisdictional
uncertainty (Arida et al, 2005: 273) and that they are at least willing to interfere in private
agreements (Salama, 2012: 162). Based on that perception, strengthening creditor rights and
assuring faster and more efficient enforcement of contractual rights through legal reform would
be a key policy objective to unlock Brazilian credit markets.
That literature, however, suffers from an important gap: it does not attempt to understand
why courts have such an active and disproportionally large role in Brazilian financial markets,
especially if compared to other sectors of the economy. As described in the introductory section
of this paper, the legal relationship between a financial institution and one of its customers is
4,5 times more likely to end up in court than in the second most litigious economic sector, and
every other case pending before State courts in Brazil nowadays involves a financial institution.
Despite that scenario, Brazilian literature on the relationship between courts and financial markets has overlooked what we believe is a fundamental question: what are the institutional determinants that so often drive parties in financial markets to courts in the first place?

28 A growing and influential body of literature has emerged since the late 1990s that questions the conclusions
of the Law & Finance project in what comes to the beneficial effects of legal transplants in developing and transition economies. This critical literature emphasizes functional substitutes and argues, for example, that effective
institutions are much more important for long-term development than the mere adoption of foreign rules (Pistor
et al, 2000).
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Even if courts do indeed have a debtor-friendly bias, what engenders it? We believe that seeking
an answer to that question is an important step in the effort to develop policy recommendations
to achieve the normalization of Brazilian credit markets. Nevertheless, the question has not
received significant attention from academics and policymakers, who focus instead on investigating and evaluating what courts do once the dispute reaches their doorsteps.
Reforming the Judiciary and giving creditors more powerful instruments to enforce
their agreements may well be desirable policy outcomes in their own right. But both are unlikely to achieve meaningful results in unlocking credit unless they are coupled with simultaneous reforms that address the background reasons that lead parties to seek relief from courts. In
this section, we therefore attempt to overcome the conventional wisdom described above and
develop a new one, in the form of a theoretical hypothesis to explain why Brazilian financial
markets are prone to high level of litigiousness. To do so, we will follow the analytical strategy
used by Salama (2012) to examine factors that influence the interpretation of banking agreements in Brazil, and explore the economic, political and legal aspects of the problem.
A brief methodological note is in order: we have opted to deal with each of those aspects
separately for clarity purposes only. This choice by no means should be construed as a suggestion that the effects of each aspect can be isolated and dealt with separately. In fact, they exist
in close connection with each other, and create mutually reinforcing pressures that contribute
to the phenomenon.29

3.2 Economic Aspects

As described above, during the past two decades, the Brazilian economy has gone
through a process that we characterize as an “incomplete normalization” – a process characterized by scarce and expensive credit even in an environment of controlled inflation and relative
macroeconomic stability. In this section, we will explore how that process affected the type and

29 The following metaphor developed by Salama (2012) is useful to understand our approach and the relationship
of each aspect with each other: “In physics, we learn that the resulting force is always obtained by the sum of the
vectors of the other forces that integrate the system. For example, if many cars collide in a city crossing, the cars
will be dragged in the pavement in a new direction, which will be the result of the original force of each car, subject
to gravity and friction. Those ideas offer us a good metaphor to think about the evolution of court precedents on
banking agreements, and credit agreements in particular” (Salama, 2012: 158).
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scale of legal challenges involving financial institutions that ended up in courts. Two explanatory factors are fundamental to understand that process and its ensuing effect in financial market
litigiousness, and both of them are closely related to structural features of Brazilian economic
policy in the past few decades: (a) the implementation of various economic stabilization plans
from the early 1980s until 1994, (b) the macroeconomic challenges and shocks that continued
to affect the Brazilian economy after 1994.

3.2.1 Economic Plans: Learning to Expect the Unexpected

During the 1980s, the Brazilian economy was struggling with monetary disorder and
sky-high levels of inflation (Franco, 2004: 8-9; Salama, 2012: 161). The perception among policymakers was that a radical and encompassing solution was needed to bring about stability, and
that belief led to a number of large-scale economic stabilization plans. Between 1979 and 1991,
Brazilian authorities announced and implemented 10 economic stabilization plans and numerous other wage and price control initiatives, and none of them was success in curbing inflation
in the long run (Castro and Carvalho, 2002: 122; Franco, 2004: 8-9).
Each of those plans entailed a number of reforms that sought to effectively reboot the
Brazilian economy, and it was inevitable that each of them would be accompanied by government interference in private legal relationships (Duran, 2010). The plans involved measures
such as replacing the currency, limiting the ability of private parties to set and adjust prices,
interfering with existing contracts, changing rules to remunerate deposits, and confiscating private savings, among others (Castro and Carvalho, 2002; Wald, 2002: 39-43; Salama, 2012:
161). Considering the severity of the reforms and the resulting generalized perception of legal
instability, it was only natural that the controversies would end up in the Judiciary, resulting in
mass litigation with a very salient distributive component that gave rise to a judicial culture in
which intervention in financial market agreements was seen as a ways to seek balanced solutions (Salama, 2012, 161-162).
According the National Confederation of the Financial System (CONSIF), an industry
group of financial institution, as of early 2009 there were more than 550,000 pending lawsuits
by plaintiffs demanding compensation for losses associated with stabilization plans introduced
between 1986 and 1991 (CONSIF, 2009). BCB estimates that, should plaintiffs prevail in such
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lawsuits, Brazilian financial institutions would be faced with a R$ 105 billion bill, and therefore
BCB has urged Brazilian courts to dismiss such challenges (BCB, 2010, p 293).
The success of the Real plan in curbing inflation in the early 1990s interrupted the series
of failed economic stabilization plans. The past decade of relative macroeconomic stability
has kept courts free from additional waves of challenges to large-scale stabilization efforts.
However, it will still take many years for courts to finally settle existing30 and potential lawsuits
in connection with previously implemented plans, and in any case future occasional economic
shocks will continue to be a source of high litigiousness.

3.2.2 Structural Challenges and Macroeconomic Shocks: Stability, Ma Non Troppo

As recent studies acknowledge, microeconomic and institutional factors provide only a
partial explanation for the high cost of credit that has prevailed in Brazil following the success
of the Real plan, and monetary and fiscal issues may in fact be the most important factors to be
considered in discussing policy solutions (Oreiro et al, 2006; Gonçalves et al, 2007, Manhiça
and Jorge, 2012). Despite the overall stability of its economy from 1994 on, Brazil still faces
structural challenges and occasional moments of macroeconomic uncertainty that continuously
test the resilience of its credit markets and financial institutions’ risk appetite (Paula and Leal,
2006: 100; Oliveira and Carvalho, 2007: 400).
As Oliveira and Carvalho point out, financial institutions in Brazil continue to face
strong disincentives to provide credit in spite of the relative stability of the economy (Oliveira
and Carvalho, 2007). Those disincentives are put in place by the very structure of the monetary regime implemented in Brazil from 1994 to 1999. In order to sustain low levels of inflation, BCB has been forced to sustain high basic interest rate targets. And since the basic interest rate set by BCB is the rate used by the government to obtain credit, which is considered
almost risk-free and does not affect the regulatory capital thresholds of financial institutions,
lending to the government is an extremely attractive investment opportunity to banks (Oreiro
et al, 2006: 626). Other financial assets, such as bonds and securities, are also seen as better
30 The Supreme Court is still examining pending lawsuits discussing the constitutionality of such plans, and the
decisions to be issued will certainly have a significant impact (Duran, 2010: 196). Even the Real plan is still being
questioned regardless of its success, although to a much lesser extent (Duran, 2009: 216-217).
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revenue sources than the risky business of lending.
Given the availability of such alternatives, banks become less willing to provide credit
to private parties, and only do so at high premiums.31 As a result, interest rates become even
higher than they would otherwise be. Oliveira and Carvalho refer to this problem as the “opportunity cost” component of bank spreads in Brazil (Oliveira and Carvalho, 2007: 372). The
authors show that between 2000 and 2005, the average share of credit transactions in total bank
assets was 32,4%, while bonds and securities represented a very close 29,3% (Oliveira and
Carvalho, 2007: 394). Bonds and securities also represented an important source of revenue for
banks during the period, averaging 35,5% compared to the 56,6% share of financial intermediation (Oliveira and Carvalho, 2007: 396). It is somewhat optimistic to expect that banks will
increase lending when they can obtain such a large chunk of their revenues with investment that
involve less risk than even the safest of debtors, or that they would do so without attaching a
high premium.
Apart from structural distortions, macroeconomic shocks have also contributed to the
risk-averse approach of Brazilian banks and their tendency to charge high spreads. In early
1999, for instance, BCB was forced by market volatility to relinquish control over the exchange
rate between the Real and the U.S. dollar, which had been managed as part of the strategy to
transfer monetary power to BCB and curb inflation (Taylor, 2009: 506). From 1994 to 1999,
BCB closely monitored foreign exchange markets, interfering to stop excessive devaluations of
the Real. In January 13, 1999, market pressure reached unsustainable levels and BCB stopped
managing the exchange rate: by January 31, 1999, U.S. dollar went up 63,7% (Souza et al,
2006: 203).
The sudden and dramatic devaluation of the Real affected numerous contracts but most
notably automotive leasing agreements, which outstanding amounts were adjusted based on the
exchange rate for U.S. dollars (Bertran, 2008). Literally overnight, debtors witnessed their debt
grow by more than 50% (Salama, 2012: 162). Debtors that could not renegotiate their debt had
no choice but resort to courts to argue against the excessive burden brought by devaluation,
and a wave of lawsuits followed (including a high-profile class action against 26 major leasing
providers) (Vianna and Burgos, 2005: 820-821; Palhares, 2012: 341). Courts initially sided with
consumers, directing creditors to change the adjustment criteria. Later, courts decided that the
best solution was to split the different, or even to nullify the adjustment clause only when the

31 This is the essence of the adverse selection mechanism in financial markets. See note 8 above.
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leasing provider was unable to prove that its funding source was also subject to the variation
(Palhares, 2012: 343-344).
Shortly after the 1999 devaluation, Brazil underwent a period of intense uncertainty
during the 2002 Presidential elections. The expected victory of Mr. Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva, a
left-wing labor leader of the Worker’s Party with a history of arguing against economic stability, fiscal control, open economy and privatization, led investors to fear for the continuity of the
Real plan. During the last semester of 2002, the Real continued to loose value against the U.S.
dollar and credit remained locked. Mr. Silva was forced to pledge to keep the fundamentals of
Brazilian macroeconomic policy unchanged, and investors eventually resumed normal behavior after his election (Taylor, 2009: 509; Manhiça and Jorge, 2012: 33).
In 2008, the Subprime Crisis hit, and even though its effect in the Brazilian economy
were far from catastrophic, financial institutions expectably reacted by lending less and charging more. As Freitas described, financial institutions faced the prospect of a US$25 billion
loss in derivatives entered into with 3,000 companies, and the uncertainty over these and other
losses and systemic issued led banks to raise their risk premiums (Freitas, 2009: 137).
The notion of “incomplete normalization” captures the essence of our argument. The
host of structural distortions and occasional macroeconomic shocks that affected the Brazilian
economy following the stabilization policies of the 1990s had a large role in keeping credit expensive and scarce, and such high number is a fundamental driver of financial market
litigiousness.

3.3 Political Aspects

Political aspects are also an important aspect of financial market litigiousness in Brazil,
to the extent that they affect citizen’s perception of BCB as a credible venue to voice their grievances against financial institutions. We believe that three circumstances provide an explanation
for how that perception plays out in Brazil: (a) the Centrality of Courts in the Post-1988 political arrangement in Brazil; (b) the natural opaqueness of CMN and BCB rulemaking procedures,
and (c) the political choice to foster financial and social inclusion in Brazil through consumption incentives, especially from the 2000s on.
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3.3.1 The Centrality of Courts in the Post-1988 Political Arrangement in Brazil

The end of dictatorship in Brazil brought with it a newfound trust in the legal profession
as an instrument to achieve social transformation and consolidate democracy. As Oscar Vilhena
Vieira puts it, Brazilian courts - and the Federal Supreme Court (STF) in particular - were entrusted with a role comparable to that of a “Moderating Power” (Vieira, 2010).
Thus, the Judiciary took on the role of arbitrating major institutional and political conflicts, a function that had been historically carried out by the military. It also started to act with
increasing eagerness in matters of public policy design in Brazil, either by serving as a counterbalance or by prompting action. In both cases, the Judiciary is now a major influence in shaping
incentives to economic action, some of which are positive, some of which not so much. It’s
as if the Judiciary is being pushed – sometimes rather willingly – to become an important and
sometimes leading actor in the public policy-making field on Brazil.
Oscar Vilhena Vieira sums that up by pointing out that we currently live in a “supremocracia” (Vieira, 2008), wordplay with the Portuguese-language words “Supremo” (supreme) and
“Democracia” (democracy) meant to highlight how, in Brazil, the expansion of courts’ authority has been especially successful. That movement has obvious impacts on dispute-resolution in
financial markets: in the post-1988 political arrangement, courts are ready, willing and able to
adjudicate disputes between citizens and banks. Especially when citizens have limited alternative channels to seek redress.

3.3.2 Opaque Regulatory Process

As described in Section 2, the exercise of regulatory power by CMN and BCB greatly intensified following the approval of the 1988 Constitution. Since then, the high level of
consensus required in the Constitution for the approval of a new regulatory structure for the
Brazilian financial system – even following the 2003 reforms – has prevented Congress from
replacing Law 4595/64. But CMN and BCB have had no choice but to deal with the practical
necessities of regulating a large and complex economy undergoing a period of intense modernization, especially after 1994, and to do so under a legal framework that had been put in place
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at the outset of a dictatorship.
This contradiction has sparked debates among scholars of Brazilian administrative law
on whether the regulations issued by CMN and BCB violate the 1988 Constitution by extrapolating the boundaries of agency rulemaking power. As Rocha summarizes it, two bodies of
literature have emerged that hold opposite views on the matter (Rocha, 2004: 13). A group of
scholars sometimes referred to as methodologically “traditional” scholars argues that most of
the regulations issued by both institutions are unconstitutional (Rocha, 2004: 14). Another body
of scholars believes the rulemaking by CMN and BCB is a necessary consequence the technical
complexity and agility required in regulating financial markets (Rocha, 2004: 68). Both views
lead to a general consensus among scholars that there is a significant democratic deficit in the
rulemaking activity of CMN and BCB (Rocha, 2004: 23).
In fact, both CMN and BCB have always had extraordinarily opaque rulemaking procedures. In the case of CMN, although its membership was relatively large during the first 30
years, it largely served to validate decisions taken by the President. Even with the democratization process of the early 1980s and the 1988 Constitution, CMN remained mostly closed to political contestation. The 1994 reform that shrunk its membership did not change that, as it was
in part justified as a measure to avoid excessive participation of the private sector in monetary
policymaking (Rocha, 2004: 167-168). The same was true for BCB rulemaking, which contains
not meaning channel for public participation.
The rulemaking structure of CMN and BCB have effectively excluded citizens and nonindustry interest groups, and presented little (if any) opportunity for those groups to voice their
concerns or prompt the regulator to act. The democratic deficit is further complicated by the
high technical content of the regulatory and enforcement decisions taken by CMN and BCB.
Taken together, those factors isolated CMN and BCB from political pressure, but also made
them impermeable to the concerns and grievances of ordinary citizens, a barrier that they did
not have to face when resorting to courts.
We of course recognize that the democratic deficit and the high technical content of
financial regulation pose a problem not only in Brazil, but everywhere. The challenges of financial policy-making frequently require a highly specialized and nimble bureaucracy which is
not always capable of engaging broader segments of the society in a meaningful way. Our goal
here is merely to point out that, in Brazil, the natural democratic paradoxes that affect financial
regulation in modern economies acts as an additional incentive for people to rely on courts as a
venue to discuss their relationship with the industry.
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3.3.3 Consumption-Driven Social Inclusion Strategy

Since a little over a decade ago, Brazil has been going through a process of financial and
social inclusion of its less affluent population which has generated a heated debate on the rise of
a “new middle class” (Neri, 2010; Scalon and Salata, 2012: 388-399). One of the hallmarks of
this process has been the adoption of policies geared at assuring that increasingly larger shares
of the population have access to appliances and other more expensive durable goods (including
cars), through consumer credit transactions (Scalon and Salata, 2012: 401; Bielschowsky, 2012:
738). This was done not only be seeking the reduction of interest rates in credit transactions (an
initiative that was only possible due to the sharp reduction of base interest rates worldwide),
but also through the adoption of a mixture of indirect incentives and the instrumental use of its
gargantuan public banks (Paim, 2013; S&P, 2012).32
It is fair to say that such a policy promoted financial inclusion. From 2003 to 2010, the
Brazilian credit-to-GDP ratio has in fact increased from 23,7% to 44,6%, (Novais and Cagnin, 2011:
22), reaching 48,8% in January 2012 (DIEESE, 2012: 2). Credit to individuals was responsible for
generating more than one-third of such growth until 2010 (Novais and Cagnin, 2011: 22). But the
costs of such policy in an environment of continuously high interest rates and spreads have started to
show, and to sound alarms (IMF, 2012; S&P, 2012). In its 2012 Financial System Stability Report on
Brazil, the IMF has voiced some concern with the level of indebtedness of Brazilian families (IMF,
2012: 14). According to the Report, the Brazilian household debt service-to-disposable income ratio
(DSTI) of 23% is high if compared to similar developing economies (IMF, 2012: 15), and household
indebtedness has been showing signs of distress and increased delinquency rates, which jumped to
7,6% in early 2012 from 2% in December 2010 (IMF, 2012: 16).
The political option for a growth model based on consumption and consumer credit in
an environment of high interest rates certainly worsened the adverse selection problem to which
Brazilian financial markets has been structurally prone. Therefore, the model described above
has strong elements that probably made it a strong driver of financial market litigiousness over
the last decade. Worse than that, its effects will most likely continue to materialize over time if
delinquency rates continue to rise over time (IMF, 2012: 16).

32 The share of public banks in the total amount of credit in the Brazilian economy has risen from 38,9% in 2004
to 42,2% in 2011 (Paim, 2013: 39).
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It must be noted, however, that the Rousseff Administration has shown some concern with
this model. The government is well aware that growing delinquency would make the interest rate
problem even worse, by creating a spiral of risk-compensating behavior by financial institutions.
As BCB has dropped interest rates throughout 2012, the government started publicly pestering
banks to lower the interest rates charged from consumers, and has also directed public banks to
slash their rates, trusting that the fear of losing market share would prompt private banks to do the
same (DIEESE, 2012: 14). The strategy adopted by the government has shown signs of success,
and interest rates charged from consumers have indeed dropped, but remain one of the highest in
the world,33 and it is still too early to assess its effect on delinquency rates and related litigation.

3.4 Legal Aspects

The 1988 Constitutions brought significant changes to Brazilian legal environment.
Some of those changes contributed the increased reliance on courts as significant policy actors, and to the scope of action available to courts, therefore creating conditions to increased
litigiousness in general and in financial markets in particular. We will focus on the three elements we believe to be more significant: (a) the dominant political philosophy behind the 1988
constitutionalization of rights and the idea that law has an explicit “social function”, (b) the
organizational reform to increase judicial independence and the availability of judicial review,
and (c) the practical policy outcomes of an effort by BCB and financial institutions to seek legal
enforcement shortcuts to assure and speed up recovery.

3.4.1 Constitutionalism and Clashing Legal Cultures in Financial Regulation

The 1988 Constitution is widely known in Brazil as the “Citizen Constitution”. The expression highlights the extent to which the document incorporates a long list of legal, political,

33 On May 29, 2013, Brazil’s basic interest rate of 8% was the world’s fourth highest rate (Valor Econômico,
2013).
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social and economic aspirations to empower the polity to seek and fulfill its democratic aspirations. Among the long list of rights guaranteed in the 1988 Constitution are rights to housing,
education, leisure, minimum wage and retirement.34 It even contains a provision to protect
workers from the effects of automation.35 It also set forth that private property is to be used so
as to fulfill its “social function”.36 But the larger long-term impact of the 1988 Constitution has
most likely been the creation of underlying conditions for the rise of a renewed legal culture.
In an article on the development of banking law jurisprudence in Brazil, Salama explores
four ways in which the political ideas and aspirations that undergird the 1988 Constitution allowed a renewed legal culture to flourish. First, the then-prevailing formalistic understanding
of the law gave way to a more realistic approach, one that considered factual circumstances and
the background objectives of legal forms when applying the law. Second, a form of neo-constitutionalism arose and gave greater weight to legal principles rather than formal rules when
applying the law. Third, civil and commercial law, traditionally subject to the logic of private
law, became embedded in an encompassing public law infrastructure. Fourth, all fields of law,
including banking law, were understood to have underlying objectives, or “functions”, which
should drive its interpretation and application (Salama, 2012: 166-169).
The influence of those elements is evident in how the 1988 Constitution regulated financial markets. In accordance with the original language of article 192 of the 1988 Constitution,
the national financial system should be structured so as to “promote the balanced development”
of Brazil and to “serve the collective interest”. In one of its more controversial provisions, article 192 also limited the interest rates that could be charged in credit transactions to 12% an year.
Anyone who charged an interest rate higher than that would be subject to criminal prosecution.
But the democratic logic brought by the new constitutional arrangement could not seamlessly replace the logic of authority and close political control over monetary policymaking and
financial regulation that had historically prevailed in financial market regulation (Salama, 2009:
109-110). This phenomenon is not new: the transition from the authoritarian rule of President
Vargas to a democratic regime had caused similar contradictions and allowed antiquated rules
to survive the erosion of the political conditions that sustained them (Salama, 2010a).
As the Brazilian financial system evolved through the 1990s, different regulatory policies

34 Article 7.
35 Article 7, item XXVII.
36 Article 5, item XXIII.
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and corresponding legal instruments were enacted, but the policies and legal instruments inherited from previous authoritarian regimes were not always altogether replaced or updated. As a
result, many laws and regulations survived their political and economic momentum, but remain
in effect under a new constitutional order. Their interpretation and application are sources of
great legal uncertainty, and regulators contribute a fair share (Salama, 2010a).37
A very recent example illustrates this argument. On February 19, 2013, BCB enacted
Ruling 4,187/13, revoking the Norms and Instructions Manual (MNI), a compilation created in
1978 to consolidate sparse regulations issued by BCB. When MNI was put in place, the goal
of BCB was to provide financial institutions with a more rational and modern regulatory framework: one of its provisions declared that certain rules enacted in the 1960s were “out of use”.
But upon revoking MNI in early 2013, BCB confirmed the effectiveness of a number of those
regulations that had been declared to be “out of use” by MNI. Therefore, a number of outdated
regulations have now had their effectiveness confirmed after decades of uncertainty about what
BCB meant with “out of use” in the first place.38
According to Salama, interpreting and applying financial regulatory instruments following the 1988 Constitution requires as understanding of three underlying aspects: first, the
increased technical instrumentality of financial regulation, which means that rules should be applied with their specific end in mind; second, the specific logic of financial regulation, which is
reflected in its principles and precedents; third, the limitations placed by the new constitutional
order (Salama, 2009: 117). Those aspects are of course not always aligned, and have played out
in a number of constitutional and legal controversies that arose under the 1988 Constitution.
A limitation on interest rates inscribed in the 1988 constitution is probably the most telling example of a sort of “legislative populism” that often emerged as the idea that the financial
system should serve a “social” purpose gained ground with Brazilian politicians. Under article
192, Congress established a vaguely worded provision fixing “real” interest rates at 12 percent
a year – and that happened in a context of monetary and economic disarray, where inflationadjusted interest rates charged by banks could easily reach hundreds of percentage points per

37 For a detailed analysis of how that contradiction plays out in the foreign exchange market in Brazil, see
Salama (2010a).
38 To paraphrase a famous quote by U.S. Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia in his concurring opinion in
Lamb’s Chapel v. Center Moriches Union Free School District: “[l]ike some ghoul in a late night horror movie that
repeatedly sits up in its grave and shuffles abroad, after being repeatedly killed and buried”, outdated regulations
stalk our financial system once again.
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year. Had this constitutional celing been fully applied, it would have caused disastrous effects
in the financial system because essentially no existing credit transaction would be compliant.
But on the night before the promulgation of the 1988 Constitution, President Sarney instructed
the General Counsel to the Republic to draft an opinion arguing that the limitation did not have
immediate effect, meaning that it needed to be regulated by the Complimentary Law referred
to in article 192 of the 1988 Constitution before being applicable (Rocha, 2004: 135). President
Sarney then approved the opinion, binding the Executive branch (including BCB).
The opposition quickly sued, urging the Supreme Court to strike down the opinion and
declare the limitation to be immediately applicable. But the Supreme Court sided with the
Executive and upheld the opinion: the constitutional order and the logic of financial markets
had clashed, and the latter prevailed. It is interesting to note that BCB submitted an amicus
curiae brief in this case urging the Supreme Court to uphold the opinion, arguing that giving immediate effect to the limitation would bring disastrous economic consequences (Rocha, 2004:
139). In any case, the point to be highlighted is that the 12 percent ceiling was litigated for many
years in lower courts, until it was finally repealed in 2003.
Similarly to what occurred in the interest rate limitation case, the Supreme Court was
called upon on multiple occasions since 1988 to interpret the Constitution as it applied to the
regulatory powers of CMN and BCB and the legal framework of the financial system.39 In most
of the cases, the Supreme Court upheld the results of the political process and the actions of the
regulators, affirming their authority. The Supreme Court has also taken a close look into considerations about the practical consequences of its decisions over financial markets when deciding
cases (Duran-Ferreira, 2009: 87). This position is consistent with
In a landmark case decided in 2006, however, the Supreme Court took a more active approach. In a constitutionality challenge initiated by CONSIF, the Supreme Court was asked to
decide whether the Consumer Defense Code (CDC) was applicable to the relationship between
banks and their customers, including credit agreements. In its decision, the Supreme Court affirmed the constitutionality of the CDC provision. With that, a number of principles and legal
concepts that permeate consumer relations became applicable to banks, such as the principle of
the objective good faith (Palhares, 2012: 330-331).40
39 For a detailed analysis of those cases and how the Supreme Court decisions influenced the regulatory environment of the financial system, see Pereira Júnior (2008), Duran-Ferreira (2009), and Duran (2010).
40 The principle of objective good faith is described by Palhares as having “a fundamental role as a ‘bridge’
between private law and the values expressly enshrined in the Federal Constitution” (Palhares, 2012: 332-333).
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What is interesting about the decision for purposes of our argument is that it put an end
to a discussion that had created judicial uncertainty since the CDC was enacted in 1990, giving
judges a new tool to interpret and assess financial agreements. Coupled with a constitutional
framework that affirmed the social function of property and also of banking law, and assured
broad rights to protect citizens, the decision established firmer and wider legal grounds for citizens to seek judicial relief against the terms and conditions of their agreements with financial
institutions, regardless of its effect in the functioning of financial markets.

3.4.2 Judicial Independence and Review Standards

Apart from providing the legal underpinning for the renewal of Brazilian legal culture,
the 1988 Constitution also provided the legal basis for courts to take on a new significance in
the Brazilian legal system. Courts had been greatly empowered in the new constitutional regime, and quickly undertook their role in protecting citizens from arbitrary action by the government and in assuring the fulfillment of the rights enshrined in the 1988 Constitution (Taylor,
2008: 14).
Taylor uses two variables to explain the prominence achieved by Brazilian courts in the
policy process under the current constitutional regime: judicial independence and judicial review (Taylor, 2008: 18). The first variable measures the degree of autonomy enjoyed by judges,
and also their level of independence from other governmental actors (external independence)
and from the hierarchy of the Judiciary branch (internal independence). The second variable
considers what sorts of rights are constitutionally protected, which courts have what level of
jurisdiction over disputes, the scope of judicial review and the rules of standing.
Considering the first variable, judicial independence, Taylor explains that judges in
Brazil enjoy a high level of autonomy from other branches of government, and most of the
times act without fear of retaliation. Also, judges are independent from external pressure and
from internal direction from higher courts when deciding their cases. The fact that precedents
have little binding effect except in very specific circumstances adds to that effect, allowing
judges a great deal of liberty (Taylor, 2008: 44).
From the perspective of judicial review, the comprehensive set of legal rights contained
in the 1988 Constitution affords citizens ample opportunities to resort to courts to voice their
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grievances and seek relief. Judges also have broad discretion when crafting their decisions, and
are not bound by pre-established legal doctrines. Courts also have extremely favorable rules of
standing (including at the Supreme Court level) (Taylor, 2008: 44-45).
All those characteristics of course affect the willingness of citizens to go to court when
they feel wronged in their relationships with financial institutions. The ability to argue based on
broad principles of law and constitutional protections, the high level of discretion and power
that can be exercised by even the lowest ranking judges, and the guarantee of ample room for
judicial review make courts a much more attractive venue than the hermetic environment of
financial regulators.

3.4.3 Legal Enforcement Shortcuts

As described above, since 1999 the BCB has played an important role in advocating for
institutional changes to increase creditor rights and speed up the enforcement of credit agreements. Many of the solutions proposed by BCB over the years created exceptions to general
rules of private law that are applicable only to financial institutions. Two of the most telling
examples are payroll debit loans and the broadening scope and applicability of fiduciary structures in credit transactions.
Payroll loans allow financial institutions to receive payments on their credit agreements
directly from the employer of a customer, through an automatic payroll deduction. This structure significantly reduces the risk taken by the financial institutions because the customer relinquishes control over a part of his income from the get go, reducing information asymmetry and
the administrative costs to receive payments (Fabiani, 2011: 76). Payroll loans were first introduced in Brazil in the early 1990s, but were initially restricted to public servants. This made
the transaction almost risk-free for the banks, since public servants enjoy job stability. In 2003,
President Silva enacted a Provisional Measure that became Law 10.820/03, extending payroll
loans to private sector workers (Costa and Mello, 2009: 163).
The expansion of payroll loans of course generated disputes, and courts were initially
reluctant to affirm payroll loan agreements. In a decision issued in June 2004, the Superior
Court of Justice (Brazil’s highest non-constitutional court) issued a decision affirming a regional court decision that had declared salary deduction as illegal (Costa and Mello, 2009: 163-164).
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The initial reaction by financial institutions and industry groups was of course negative, alerting
to the risks of increased interest rates (Costa and Mello, 2009: 164). This did not stop payroll
loans from growing in importance, and courts eventually accepted their validity. Nowadays,
payroll loans represent 35% of all credit transactions in Brazil (Costa and Mello, 2009: 161).
The increased use of fiduciary structures in credit transactions is another good example. Fiduciary structures in lending transactions allow creditors to retake their collateral in advance of bankruptcy procedures or through facilitated legal measures. Traditionally applicable
to movable assets due to Law 4,728/65, the concept has been broadened through a series of
legislative amendments to apply to shares (Law 6,404/76), immovable assets (Law 9,514/97),
replaceable assets (Provisional Measure 2,160/01) and credit rights (Law 10,931/04) (Fabiani,
2011: 66-67). The changes made in the 2000s aimed exclusively at protecting transactions in
financial and capital markets (Fabiani, 2011: 68-69).
Taking advantage of that concept, financial institutions have been granting credit and
taking as collateral the fiduciary assignment of the debtor’s receivable. In case the debtor files
for a debt reorganization or goes bankrupt, the structure allows financial institutions to take
possession of a debtor’s receivables, which are excluded from the reorganization process or
the bankruptcy estate. Faced with the prospects of debt reorganization or bankruptcy after
entering into a fiduciary arrangement with banks, many debtors have recently sought relief
in the Judiciary.
Debtors argue against the legality of the structure itself, and present policy reasons: the
structure may effectively preclude the orderly recovery of the company because it allows banks
to seize whatever revenue the company may still be able to obtain in the course of the procedures.41 Although there is still a high level of controversy, courts tend to recognize the legality
of the structure (Salama, 2013a; Consultor Jurídico, 2013).
Regardless of the position that will eventually prevail in courts, the fact is that
each time BCB or banks attempt to implement a new legal solution to increase creditor
protection and speed up recovery, such solution is subject to judicial testing. Financial
institutions also contribute to this “test tube” model by adopting what Salama calls “maximization drafting strategies”, inserting protections of questionable legality in their agreements (Salama, 2012: 166) and proceeding to enforce them in a way that creates great legal

41 Djankov et al (2008: 1146-1147) argue that developing nations attempt to emulate developed ones and create
sophisticated bankruptcy regimes that end up failing to save indebted companies an alarming 80% of the time.
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uncertainty to debtors as well (Silva et al, 2012: 23).42
As Falcão et al (2006) point out, by relying on such strategies, banks would effectively
bear a part of the responsibility for such “judicial uncertainty”. In fact, by shaping legal solutions based on untested arguments in their attempt to address specific issues, banks would
create normative expectations which frustration would be a mere consequence of the normal
routines of judicial decision-making, and not the product of “pathological uncertainty” (Falcão
et al, 2006: 38-39 108-109).
In a context where citizens and non-industry interest groups have no available channel
to meaningfully participate in conceiving or negotiating such solutions, and are also frequently
ill-equipped to contribute or to understand their implications such behavior has particularly
salient consequences (Hochstatler, 2012: 369): excluded actors are likely to find in courts their
only way out of this legal conundrum. In this process of strategic institutional action and reaction, opportunities for increased litigiousness open up.

4 Conclusion

Current levels of litigiousness in Brazil are historically rooted, and cannot be traced
solely to one event or set of events. As so, the explanation for why courts end up developing a
role in existing conflicts is to be found in entrenched political, economic and legal structures
that have crystallized during the past decades while the country successfully implemented a
political transition to a democratic regime. Accordingly, the main ambition of this article is to
formulate a narrative that identifies such structures and explains how they have come to shape,
reinforce and sustain present levels of litigiousness.
In Brazil, the collapse of the military regime and the ensuing transition to democracy during the 1980s marks the embracement of two ideas – constitutionalism and economic regulation
– that predictably undergo a difficult coexistence when incarnated in concrete arrangements.

42 The following excerpt from Silva et al (2012) describes how uncertainty around credit agreements affects
debtors as well: “To the credit taker, uncertainty comes from various sources: (i) because the bank is able to take
positions which are not described or insufficiently described in the initial agreement (additional fees, reciprocity
demands); (ii) because the bank may make undue demands if the debtor faces payment difficulties; (iii) because
the bank may deny credit renewal or set forth very unfavorable conditions for renewal; (iv) and, finally, because
the credit taker has less knowledge of the real consequences of breaching the agreement” (Silva et al, 2012: 23).
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Such difficulty is remarkably well illustrated by the explosive levels of litigation that have
now come to dominate Brazilian financial markets in general, and credit markets in particular.
Brazilian citizens are currently at war with their banks, and courts have been transformed into
the preferred battleground.
Taken together, the elements described in section 3 provide what we regard as a powerful institutional hypothesis to the question of why citizens primarily resort on courts to discuss
the terms and conditions of their contractual relationship with financial institutions. As we note
in the introduction to the previous section, it is worth to emphasize that each element cannot be
understood or dealt with in isolation, but conform an institutional contexts that places a great
burden in all involved parties, even financial institutions themselves.43
What we believe is the key lesson to draw from this paper is that high litigiousness in
financial markets is an impediment to the full normalization of the Brazilian economy. The
sheer volume of lawsuits pending before courts, the increase in delinquency rates and the
characteristics of the Judiciary branch inevitably lead to inconsistent decisions, and some of
them are bound to be debtor-friendly. But advocating for measures to increase creditor protection, shorten recovery times and fighting delinquency without considering macroeconomic
factors is a narrow and incomplete way of addressing the problem (Oreiro et al, 2006: 631;
Afonso et al, 2009: 32).44
Attributing high interest rates and high spreads to judicial uncertainty is also an incomplete explanation. It is of course true that litigation and judicial uncertainty leads financial
institutions to demand higher risk compensation and in turn attract riskier customers. However,
the whole process occurs in a much worse level because of the structural macroeconomic distortions that drive up interest rates in the first place, the opaque rulemaking procedures in financial regulation, and the other elements described above. But macroeconomic considerations
are almost absent from the law and economics literature that has been driving policy reforms.
Eliminating the macroeconomic distortions that still prevent BCB from lowering interest

43 The extension of those costs to financial institutions themselves can be perceived by a recent announcement by
BB of a decision not to appeal (or even to give up on already submitted appeals) of unfavorable decisions which
are likely to be upheld by the Superior Court of Justice. This measure is part of a greater strategy to reduce the
number of lawsuits in which BB is currently involved (850,000, the fight largest litigant before Brazilian courts),
and to foster the use non-litigious dispute resolution methods with its clients (Consultor Jurídico, 2012). See, also,
Aith (2009: 105-106)
44 Salama (forthcoming 2013b) offers a comprehensive examination of the reasons why macroeconomic considerations are almost absent from the law and economics literature in general.
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rates and making credit cheaper, opening up the regulatory process to wider public participation, increasing the role of BCB in consumer protection, implementing more effective regulatory instruments to allow for out-of-court resolution of disputes, focusing on legal reforms that
are also mindful of debtor’s rights, are all measures that that we believe would alleviate the
litigious environment that currently prevails in financial markets.
The point we would like to end with is that reforming efforts will probably have a much
greater change of bringing meaningful change if they address the background reasons that cause
high litigiousness in financial markets, rather than merely attempting to make enforcement
faster and easier. We also expect that our analytical focus will contribute to the identification of
additional drivers of litigiousness in financial markets through future empirical research.
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